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Welcome to Scolmore International
®

...the complete range of Electrical Accessories
Scolmore® International is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of
electrical accessories. The company is proud to be a British-based, familyrun business with an international reputation for quality, innovation and
exemplary customer service.
From our Head Office in the Midlands, we design, develop and
manufacture an ever expanding product range for distribution
throughout the UK and worldwide.
The Click® Wiring Accessories range remains the number one
choice of electricians and contractors who value the flexibility
of the modular based range, as well as the one-stop solution
that the comprehensive offer allows.
Our online ordering service is supported by automated order picking
and processing procedures which enables us to offer service levels we
believe are unprecedented in the industry. The company is committed
to harnessing the very latest technologies and developing superiorperforming, competitively-priced products which allow installation
projects to be completed quickly and easily.
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The recent expansion and total redesign of the Scolmore®
Visitor Centre has created a state of the art showroom and
conference centre and an ideal backdrop to showcase an
ever-expanding range of Scolmore® International products.

About Scolmore

®

Since our incorporation in 1989 we have
grown to become a leading player in the electrical
accessories market. The company is proud to be a
British-based, family-run business and has earned
itself a reputation worldwide for quality, reliability
and innovation.

A People’s Business
Scolmore® International is a company that revolves around people –
our team, our customers and the strong relationships we build and
maintain through our consistent high levels of service and delivery.
MD, Gary Mordue strongly believes the dedication and skills of
his team have contributed to the continuing success of Scolmore®:
“The company is very much built on people. Each individual
makes a unique contribution to the business and its customers.
The professionalism, skills and knowledge of our team throughout
the business allow us to deliver every customer the product they
need, when they need it, high quality at the best price.”

Now with the ability to accommodate up to 60 guests, it is
the ideal venue to host a range of events including product
launches and demonstrations, training courses, meetings
and corporate and industry events.
We actively encourage our customers to make use of these
facilities for meetings and presentations. We are happy
to arrange product training sessions on request and look
forward to welcoming people to the Visitor Centre.
For more information please contact your area sales
or the Marketing Department on 01827 63454.

As technology continues to drive the electrical
industry, with the focus on smart homes and
building automation, Scolmore’s investment in
R&D ensures that the very latest technologies are
harnessed to provide installers, contractors and
specifiers with the most cost-effective, time-efficient
solutions across a broad range of
domestic and commercial applications.

Central Location England
Based in the Midlands at our purpose built
48,000sq ft Head Office and Distribution Centre,
we are ideally located to design, develop,
manufacture and distribute our ever-expanding
product range worldwide.

The Home of Click

®

Scolmore’s Click wiring accessories range remains a firm favourite with electrical contractors, thanks to its modular design which
offers unprecedented flexibility in creating dedicated solutions for specific wiring tasks. From functional, moulded switches for a
domestic property to sophisticated modular grid solutions for complex, commercial applications, Click offers a product design,
finish and price for every conceivable project.
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About Scolmore

Visitor Centre

Delivering New Products
Our new product development team are constantly
tracking market trends, approval standards and providing
customised products according to unique specification.
This ensures we continue to increase our product range
to meet the ever-changing needs of our customers.
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A comprehensive range of decorative metal wiring
accessories now available from Scolmore. A brand that
is synonymous with high specification, high quality, long
life and unprecedented value for money. Each product is
supplied individually packaged in its own distinctive printed
box complete with comprehensive fitting instructions.
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Decorative Wiring Accessories

Decorative Wiring Accessories

Decorative Wiring Accessories

Compatible with MiniGrid Modules
All Click® Decorative Wiring Accessories switch plates are modular as
standard, allowing you to create virtually any switch plate you require.
e.g. Two way switch next to a dimmer mounting module.
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Flat Plate Wiring Accessories

A comprehensive range of premium decorative metal wiring
accessories, Deco Plus®. A brand that is synonymous with high
specification, exceptional quality and unprecedented value.
The smooth contemporary curves of the Deco Plus® range are
available in seven finishes to complement any room. All of the
switch modules featured in our dedicated modules brochure can
therefore be used in any combination on Deco® Plus accessories.

Conventional plate accessory design with a standard 6mm
return on the plate depth, limits the design opportunities
in many installations by virtue of the fact that the plate
becomes the feature instead of complementing the features
of the decoration in a room. The Define® flat plate range of
accessories offers up a host of new design opportunities with
a comprehensive range of electrical accessory products.

Available Finishes:

Available Finishes:

Decorative Wiring Accessories

Decorative Wiring Accessories

Premium Decorative Metal Wiring Accessories

Polished Chrome, Stainless Steel, Brushed Stainless, Pearl Nickel and Black Nickel.

Antique Brass, Polished Brass, Polished Chrome, Satin Chrome, Black Nickel, Stainless
Steel and Satin Brass.

Decorative Metal Wiring Accessories

Screwless Wiring Accessories

A comprehensive range of decorative metal wiring
accessories, Deco® is synonymous with high specification,
high quality, long life and unprecedented value for money.
Deco® switches feature the same modular switch design as
our moulded ranges. All of the switch modules featured in our
dedicated modules brochure can therefore be used in any
combination on Deco® accessories.

The smooth, clean lines of Definity™ products provide the
ultimate finishing touch to a feature packed range of decorative
domestic electrical accessories. Definity™ has evolved from our
well established Define® flat plate accessory range and features
all of the same attributes including modular switching but
Definity™ goes one stage further by incorporating screwless,
push-fit face plates in 6 assorted finishes.

Available Finishes:

Available Finishes:

Antique Brass, Polished Brass, Polished Chrome, Satin Chrome, Satin Brass, Black
Nickel, Pearl Nickel, Stainless Steel and Georgian Style Cast Brass.

Polished Chrome, Brushed Stainless, Stainless Steel, Matt Black, White, Red, Polar White
and Metal White.

All Decorative Metal Wiring Accessories Have a 10 Year Warranty
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Decorative Wiring Accessories

Moulded Wiring Accessories

Moulded Wiring Accessories

Antimicrobial
Certified Products
Mode®, Part M™ and Polar™ wiring accessories are
manufactured using Urea Formaldehyde, which has
similar inherent properties to antimicrobial additives that
inhibit the growth of infectious diseases. All products
independently tested achieved a 99.99% kill off rate
across all four types of the strains of bacteria - MRSA,
E-Coli, Salmonella and Klebsiella Pneumoniae.
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All Click® Moulded Wiring Accessories switch plates are modular as
standard, allowing you to create virtually any switch plate you require.
e.g. Two way switch next to an intermediate switch.
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All Click® Mode®, Part M™ and
Polar™ wiring accessories are
covered by our straight forward
‘No Quibble Guarantee’ against
any fault in materials
or manufacture experienced
at any time within 20 years
of the date of supply.

Visually Contrasting Wiring Accessories

Moulded Wiring Accessories

20 YEAR
No Quibble
Guarantee

Click® Part MTM wiring accessories work perfectly with
Part M1 building regulations. Part of the requirements
of Part M1 is to aid disabled people within their
surroundings; allowing them to activate a light,
socket or control within arms length.

Premium Bright White Wiring Accessories
Contemporary Smooth Profile Wiring Accessories
The smooth, modern lines of the Click® ModeTM accessory plate
will fit easily into traditional and contemporary designs alike.
The modular design of Click® ModeTM allows designers and
installers unprecedented flexibility in creating dedicated wiring
solutions to deal specifically with actual wiring needs. In other
words, there is now no need to compromise Click® ModeTM
accessories provide the complete solution to
modern wiring needs.
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The Click® PolarTM range of domestic electrical accessories
has been developed as a distinctly different range to the
traditional Click® accessory range manufactured by Scolmore
International Ltd. The Click® PolarTM range was born out of a
desire to offer a bright white wiring accessory product. Colour
choice with wiring accessories is no different to colour choice
of wallpaper, paints or other internal decorations. Installers have
very definite views on just which tone or shade of white is right
for a particular installation.
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Modular Wiring Accessories

Modular Wiring Accessories

All Click® switch plates are modular
as standard. Simply choose your
plates & modules from our wide
selection of ranges and finishes.
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The New MediaTM range encompasses
a wide range of media and power
modules, providing the designer and
installer a host of solutions for all
manner of media cabling problems.

GridPro® frontplates and modules.
A comprehensive range with a
variety of finishes and 20A rated
modules ideal for both domestic
and commercial applications.
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• No Yoke for 1 - 4 Gang
GridPro® Frontplates.

Interchangeable Plates and Modules
Click® MiniGrid® modules are fitted as standard into our
moulded Click® PolarTM and Mode® plus our decorative
DefinityTM, Define®, Deco®, Deco® Plus and Metal Clad wiring
accessories. The MiniGrid® modules are all easily and
quickly exchanged or mounted onto unfurnished plates
by means of a simple single screw fixing.

Modular Wiring Accessories

GridPro
Features &
Benefits
• One module fits all
• Antimicrobial moulded plates
• 1-24 Gang Faceplates
• Clip-on modules
• Universal Yokes

Interchangeable Plates & Modules
GridPro® frontplates and modules offer a wide range of
modules and frontplates to choose from. All of our switch
modules are 20A rated so they are ideal for both domestic and
commercial applications. The GridPro® range will complement
your existing Click® installation, as the range was specifically
designed to seamlessly match our existing ranges of Click®
wiring accessories.
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Media Cabling Solutions
Instead of numerous unsightly individual sockets, a single
New MediaTM plate can be used at a convenient point to bring
together any combination of media modules. The individual
modules are available in black or white finish and are suitable
for mounting on blank plates from selected accessory ranges,
namely the PolarTM and Mode® moulded accessory ranges, the
Click® Metal Clad range plus the Deco®, Define® and DefinityTM
decorative metal ranges.
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Essential Wiring Accessories

Essential Wiring Accessories

Essential products for any installation. The Click® EssentialsTM group
of products comprises those items that you will find in a wide variety
of installations. Products such as junction boxes, flush mounted
switch and socket boxes.
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The essentials™ group of products comprises a range of
items required for a wide variety of installations, such as red
accessories, floor accessories, ceiling accessories, junction
& link boxes, fuses trailing sockets, adaptors & plugs, flush
mounted switch and socket boxes. Essentials™ also holds
the Aquip66®, Metal Clad, Flow™ and Studbox® brands
within the range.

IP66 Weatherproof
Sockets & Switches

Essential Wiring Accessories

Essential Wiring Accessories

Essential Products for any Installation

A comprehensive selection of
weatherproof electrical accessory
products with a polycarbonate
construction that makes the Aquip66®
range a durable and long lasting heavy
duty range of products. Available with
either 10A MiniGrid® or 20A GridPro®
Modules allowing the installer total
freedom in designing customised
switching solutions according to
on-site requirements.

10A
Essential Products for any Installation
The essentials™ group of products comprises a range of
items required for a wide variety of installations, such as red
accessories, floor accessories, ceiling accessories, junction
& link boxes, fuses trailing sockets, adaptors & plugs, flush
mounted switch and socket boxes. Essentials™ also holds
the Aquip66®, Metal Clad, Flow™ and Studbox® brands
within the range.

10A Switch Modules
Minigrid™ switch
modules are 10A rated
so and feature a simply
single screw installation.

20A
20A Switch Modules
Minigrid™ switch
modules are 10A rated
so and feature a simply
single screw installation.
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Flow Wiring System

Cut install time in half
The new Fast Fit Flow™ Connectors
have push in lever terminals & are
compatible with the current range
of Flow™ Connectors. Time is a key
factor during any installation process,
therefore our new range of Push Fit
Connectors with low maintenance
terminals not only enhances the
existing range but offers installers
a time saving benefit because no
screws are required!

Locking peg
The connector cover unlocks by
simply turning the locking peg.

Strip length marker
Ensuring the installer correctly prepares
the cable to the optimal length.

Simple Connectivity
and Control
Flow™ is Scolmore’s quick-connect system
designed to speed up installation and
allows quick and simple removal of the unit
when carrying out routine maintenance,
circuit testing or replacing components.
This means testing procedures can
be carried out quickly, accurately and
effectively, with minimum disruption.

FlowTM Wiring System

Time saving levers
Simply push lever down, offer stripped
conductor into the terminal & then
release the lever, ensuring the cable
cannot easily be pulled out.

Built in cable clamps
In built on all entry points offering
versatility on a range of cable types
& sizes saving time for the installer
as no screws are required.

Using a combination of connectors,
hubs & management boxes wiring
a lighting circuit is easy, & with
suitability of loads up to 20A you
aren’t just limited to lighting.
22
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Making your home smarter
Can you imagine how your home could
integrate itself into your daily life? Click
Smart+, Scolmore’s leading smart home
brand, has been created to simplify and
streamline your home life via the use of
integrated technology.

Peace of mind away from
home. Easily check and
change the status
of your Click Smart+
devices wherever you are.

Click Smart+ boasts an elite range of smart
home products. Utilising Zigbee technology
& WIFI to offer smart home solutions to new
and existing wiring installations.
The possibilities of Click Smart+ are
endless, but the set up – whether with WIFI
or with Zigbee – is simple when using our
Click Smart+ app.

Smart Wiring Accessories

Control
Wherever
you are

Get smart with Zigbee
Every Zigbee device can send and receive data from other
Zigbee devices. This means you can daisy chain smart
devices and link them to a central hub, even when some
of these devices are out of (direct) range of that hub.

Download the Click Smart+
app for ios & android

Look out for the
Click Smart+ icon...
Products with this icon are compatible
across the whole Click Smart+ range.
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Hey Google

Alexa...

Connect Click Smart+ to your existing Google Home devices.
Just search for Click Smart+ in the Google Home app.

Have an Amazon smart speaker? Link your Click Smart+
devices in the Alexa app.
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The Complete
Consumer Unit
Elucian by Click® brings to
the market a comprehensive
Consumer Unit and Circuit
Protection range. It covers a
broad range of installations and
offers a number of features and
benefits that will enhance the
products’ convenience, flexibility
and safety properties.

“Functional, stylish, and
innovative, our Elucian range
of consumer units provides
an exceptional option for any
residential or light commercial
environment. Packed with
features making installation quick
and simple for electricians.”

Essential Wiring Accessories

Consumer Units

• Combination Units
• Garage Consumer Units
• Split Load Consumer Units
• Straight Way Consumer Units
• Split Load Consumer Units
with Surge Protection

Protective Devices
“Our Elucian range of Protective Devices are easy to install,
suitable for residential and light commercial environments,
they provide protection against earth faults to ensure
people’s safety against electrocution and fires.”
• MCBs
• Main Switches
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• SPDs
• Blank Modules

• RCDs
• RCBOs
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Scolmore® Group’s Mode® wiring accessories have been
specified for installation throughout Greenfields Community
Housing properties in the Braintree District, Essex. Greenfields
Community Housing’s stock currently numbers around 8,500
homes, which are situated all over the Braintree District; covering
Braintree, Witham and Halstead and many surrounding towns
and villages.
Selected for the flexibility that its modular design offers, Mode
is a stylish, contemporary and flexible range of smooth profile
wiring accessories, with modern lines, which make it perfect for
many applications. The modular design of Mode gives installers
unprecedented flexibility in creating dedicated wiring solutions
that meet specific wiring needs.

Scolmore® experiences
World of Wedgwood
Set up in 1759 by Josiah Wedgwood, the grandfather of naturalist Charles
Darwin, the 256-year-old Wedgwood Company, in Staffordshire, is one of
the oldest in the world. When it came to refurbishing and developing the
£34m World of Wedgwood Attraction, products from across Scolmore®
Group’s wiring accessories range were specified for installation.
This extensive project included the refurbishment of the existing building,
creating new manufacturing facilities, offices and catering facilities, as well
as new builds that included the Wedgwood experience Tea room, Kitchens
and a new extension to the museum. Products from the Mode®, MiniGrid®
and Metal Clad ranges were selected for installation throughout and
included switched socket outlets, fused spur connection units, along with
switches and dimmer switches and a host of wiring accessories products.
Mode® is a stylish, contemporary and flexible range of smooth profile wiring
accessories. The modular design of Mode® allows designers and installers
unprecedented flexibility in creating dedicated wiring solutions to deal with
specific wiring needs. The MiniGrid® range of interchangeable plates and
switches allows for simple, single screw installation of the modules on
the mounting plates and has encouraged contractors to devise and install
customised switching solutions on site. The comprehensive selection of
metal clad accessories are eletrophoretically coated plates and back
boxes to provide a durable and long lasting heavy duty finish.
Senior Project Manager, Graham Collins, of Imtech ES Central, was
responsible for installing Scolmore’s wiring accessory products for this
project and had this to say: “We have found Scolmore® a reliable and
cost effective solution to both the needs of Wedgwood and Royal Dolton.
The ease of installation that their products offer, is a highly valuable
benefit to our Electricians.”
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Mode provides a healthy solution
for Grand Designs project

Scolmore Case Studies

Scolmore Case Studies

A la mode for Greenfields
Community Housing

Living with a suppressed immune system following a bone marrow
transplant and treatment for Leukaemia, Toby Leeming, who recently
appeared on Grand Designs, was determined to fulfil his long-held
ambition to build his dream family home. This would require some careful
consideration, particularly when it came to choosing materials and fittings
that wouldn’t compromise his health, and Scolmore’s Mode antimicrobial
wiring accessories provided a fitting solution for the electrical installation for
his ambitious build.
In 2012, Toby Leeming was a musician in an up and coming band that had
just released its first album. A year later, just as he had embarked on a tour
of the US with his band, he became critically ill and was diagnosed with
Leukaemia. With more than a year of life saving treatment to follow, during
which time he was confined to hospital, he had a lot of time to think and
dream about the ideal home he would like to build.
Six years later and free of leukaemia thanks to a bone marrow transplant,
he and his wife and young daughter moved from London to a cottage in
rural Suffolk - a much healthier environment for Toby who has a suppressed
immune system and therefore prone to infections. The dream to build a
home for his young family continued to drive him and following the purchase
of 4.5 acres of land just 200 yards from their cottage, the dream started to
become a reality.
The house was designed to incorporate features beneficial to Toby’s
on-going well-being and health. With some 370 square metres of
accommodation to contend with, a huge quantity of wiring accessories
was needed for the electrical installation. After much research, Scolmore’s
Mode wiring accessories were personally chosen by Toby specifically for
their antimicrobial benefits, and switches and sockets have been installed
throughout the six-bedroom, single-storey courtyard house.

Deco-rative accessories
for Hotel Indigo, York
Products from Scolmore’s vast wiring accessories collection have been
specified and installed in the boutique Hotel Indigo® in York, which has
been brought to the historic city by InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG),
one of the world’s leading hotel companies.
The intimate hotel, situated on Walmgate, is perfectly situated within
prime reach of some of the city’s most outstanding restaurants and bars,
boutiques, artisan shops, famous tea-rooms, museums and galleries.
Guestroom interiors hint at Walmgate’s chocolate heritage, including
Rowntree (the famous English confectioner started life in this
neighbourhood in 1725). Switches and sockets in a satin chrome finish
from Scolmore’s Deco® range have been fitted in all 101 bedrooms.
Deco® is a range decorative metal wiring accessories and the Deco
brand has become synonymous with high specification, high quality,
long life and unprecedented value for money. Deco® switches feature
the same modular switch design as Scolmore’s moulded ranges, which
means that all the switch modules featured in the dedicated modules
brochure can be used in any combination on Deco® accessories.
All Deco® 13A Sockets and Fused Connection units are tested and
approved to BS1363 offering assured quality and safety were selected
for installation throughout and included switched socket outlets, fused
spur connection units, along with switches and dimmer switches and a
host of wiring accessories products.
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Product Development

The external sales team has been expanded and restructured to
enable Scolmore® to meet the ever changing needs of the market. As
a result the sales force is now able to offer dedicated team members
for distributors and contractors at local level, as well as for national
accounts and also provides specification contacts to generate
demand with specific customers. This gives us the ability to have a
focussed approach in line with our business development plan.

Click® products are designed with our customer / the installer very much in
mind. Our purpose built facilities and dedicated product development team,
based in the UK allow us the flexibility to design and develop these products
based on customer feedback and market research, ensuring we
are producing a relevant, reliable and quality range of products.

Working Harder For You

Working Harder For You

Sales Structure

Warehouse / Service
Our centrally located 150,000sq ft Warehouse and
Distribution Centre allows us to deliver our
products on time, every time.

Stock

Sales Office

Over 7000 Click® product lines with a stock value
in excess of £5 million are held at our Central
Distribution centre in the West Midlands at any
one time. This means we are able to offer 97%
availability on stock at any given time.

Based alongside our distribution facility, the busy sales office
provides a central point of contact for all customer service
requirements. The professionalism, skills and knowledge of
our internal sales team enables us to provide the high standard
of service that we know our customers expect. Our on-line
ordering facility is also managed within this office.

“At Scolmore the whole business is focused on the
customer. Our forward thinking and investment for the
future together with our dedicated employees enable a
dynamic working environment that provides the platform
for continued growth. It is our aim to provide the best
possible package of products and service for our
distributors and the installers who purchase and fit
our products, ensuring that everyone gains maximum
benefit when choosing Scolmore®.”
- Gary Mordue
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In-House Studio

Distributor Network

All marketing support including product literature and point of
sale material is designed by our dedicated in-house design team.
This facility enables us to offer bespoke marketing support to our
customers. The availability of an on-line Marketing Hub and dedicated
Marketing Support brochure provides stockists of Click® products
with a range of tools to enhance their own marketing activities.

Scolmore® has over 2000 trading accounts providing
a comprehensive network of wholesale outlets covering
the whole of the UK. These are a combination of Independent
Wholesalers, National Wholesale Groups and Buying
Consortiums.The company sales strategy is to ensure that all
Scolmore® products are available local to the requirements of
the installer and specifier.
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The Marketing Hub gives customers the
opportunityto enhance their own Marketing facilities
with very little effort or cost. A selection of templates
is available featuring many of our popular products.
These templates can be customised with our
stockists’ details to provide maximum impact
and optimise local sales opportunities.

Scolmore® is committed to supporting the electrical industry
and on a regular basis is actively involved in a number of
initiatives with leading industry bodies ELEX, NICEIC, ECA,
EDA, NAPIT & SELECT.
Scolmore is pleased to be associated with the ELEX trade
events. We are committed to the 6 ELEX regional shows:
Alexandra Palace, Harrogate, Exeter, Manchester, Coventry
and Sandown, where we welcome the opportunity
to showcase our product range.

www.scolmore.com/marketinghub

All The Latest
Catalogues
The Marketing Hub has a dedicated
product literature tab allowing you to
download all of our latest catalogues
as pdfs. These are all stored in one easy
to find location with options to dowload
only the relevant sections for you. Keep
checking back when new products are
launched for new information.

NICEIC Apprentice
Of The Year
As a company we understand the importance
of investing to develop new talent for the future
of the industry. Our commitment has led to
collaboration with NICEIC and ELECSA to
establish the national Electrical Apprentice
of the Year competition.
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Supporting Our Industry

Marketing Hub

Supporting Our Industry

Full Product
Image Library
Download all of our
product images;
each one saved by
product code and
at a perfect resolution
for your website.

Print Ready
Editable
Promotional
Leaflets
Promotional leaflets
available for you to
download, with editable
sections so you can add
your company’s details.
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Scolmore Website

The Scolmore® Group app allows you
to use your smart phone to browse our
complete range of products, add products
to your Favourites or to the Quote Basket
and allows you to email the contents of
the basket back to yourself.

The Scolmore® website showcases the
full range of quality, cost-effective products
currently on offer. With regular updates
on new products, as well as details of
developments within our business, the site
is a great source of information keeping you
fully up to date with the click of a button.

With Click®, Ovia® lighting, ESP® and
Unicrimp® products available you can
use the search facility to easily locate
the products required.
Our App also has a useful tool kit featuring:
Quick Quote Calculator, Zs Values, Cables Selection & Voltage
Drop, Adiabatic Equation Calculator, Power Factor Calculator, KVA
Converter, Lighting Cost Saving Calculator, Lighting No. Calculator
and many more...

Online Ordering

scolmoreonline.com

The updated site now incorporates a number of improved features
that allow users to access new information directly and more easily:
• Ordering 24 hours a day 7 days a week with the ability
to check current stock levels as required, meaning you
are not restricted to ordering during normal office hours.
• Access to on-line catalogues will keep you fully updated
with the complete product range and provide information
on new products as and when they become available.
• The order tracking service keeps you up to date
with the progress of your shipment.
• Managing your administration paper work is now
even easier with instant access to reports and
essential documents at a click of a button.
• A ‘quick buy tab’ and the ability to store the most
common orders for repeated use, adds to the
versatility and flexibility of the revised system.
To Register: E-mail us at sales@scolmore.com or call
our Sales Office on 01827 63454 and one of our Sales
Representatives will be more than happy to get you on-line.
34

®

Scolmore Online

Scolmore Online

Scolmore® Group App

Having recently updated the site to include
links to product and service specific micro
sites, we aim to give you access to new
information in a timely fashion. You can
access these sites via links on the main
site or by connecting directly. Either way
you can be sure you will always have the
latest information at your fingertips.

Product Finder
The Scolmore® product finder tool makes it easier than ever for
electricians, wholesalers and end users to search and locate
products from across all categories, with just a few clicks.
Users select the range they are interested in – wiring accessories,
essentials and Click Smart – and can browse through every
category with ease. They can also search by finish, product type,
or even brand, adding products to the basket as they go along.
For the electrician, it allows them to create a basket which can then
be exported as a CSV file to send to their wholesaler for a quote or
a purchase. The electrician can also direct their end user customers
to the site to browse the products and create a wish list of items
they will need for a particular project. Once end users have finished
adding products to their basket they can easily generate a PDF file
to send to their electrician.
Every product listed under the Product Finder has a downloadable
specification sheet which includes the product code, description,
a product image and full technical details.
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Already synonymous with superior performance and
innovation following eight years of success as a leading
name in the lighting industry, the Ovia® brand of lighting
solutions has been further developed to meet the
growing opportunities that the transformed lighting
industry offers.
Our aim quite simply is to bring to market - on the back
of extensive research with customers and contractors
- a range of Ovia® lighting products that will provide
contractors with the quickest and easiest to install
lighting solutions that will save them time and money
on a project and that they can source through the
reliable wholesale channel.
Today, the comprehensive collection of lighting
products from Ovia® will provide solutions for a
whole spectrum of projects in a broad variety of
sectors, including domestic, commercial, industrial,
utility, amenity, emergency lighting and floodlighting.
The lighting offer is further enhanced with the inclusion
of a full range of lighting control solutions that will
optimise energy saving credentials.

Established as a new business by the Scolmore®
Group in 2015, Unicrimp® brings to the electrical
contracting industry a comprehensive range of
cable accessory products.

ESP® (Elite Security Products) Ltd is a market-leading
supplier of a comprehensive range of electronic security
and fire protection products.
Formed in 1985, the company focusses its attention
on providing innovative solutions for the evolving
security market.

Launched under the Q-Crimp® brand name and
available exclusively through the electrical wholesale
trade, the product offering comprises an extensive
range of cable management consumables.
All products within the Q-Crimp® range are manufactured
under stringent quality control systems and are fully
compliant with the very latest industry regulations.
The range includes cable ties, crimp terminals, PVC
tape, copper tube terminals, cable clips, and brass and
nylon glands. In addition, the Q-Fire range of fire-rated
products provides installers with solutions that will help
satisfy the latest IET wiring Regulations 18th Edition.
Aligned with the core values of the Scolmore® Group
of companies, Unicrimp® offers the same levels of
outstanding customer service, high quality products
and commitment to new product development.
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COMMERCIAL
LIGHTING

INDUSTRIAL
LIGHTING

UTILITY
LIGHTING

CONTROL

FLOODLIGHTING

AMENITY
LIGHTING

EMERGENCY
LIGHTING

CABLE
ACCESSORIES

FIXINGS

ADHESIVES

EARTHING

ESP® has been part of the Scolmore® Group of
companies since 2011, and whilst the company operates
independently, ESP® benefits from the expertise, knowledge
and support of the Scolmore® Group and continues to
create strong growth within its product categories.
ESP’s comprehensive portfolio includes CCTV, Access
Control, Video Door Entry, Essentials, Fire Protection,
Emergency Lighting and the Sangamo range of Time
& Heating Controls.

Located close to the Group Headquarters in the
Midlands, the Unicrimp® distribution centre is
ideally located to supply to all areas of the UK.
DOMESTIC
LIGHTING

The emphasis of activity has been on the development of
security related products specifically for the UK electrical
trade. By keeping a close eye on the new technology that is
emerging from the professional security sector and gauging
the right time to introduce it to the electrical contract market,
ESP® helps customers stay one step ahead.

FIRE

CCTV

FIRE
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ACCESS
CONTROL

EMERGENCY
LIGHTING

ESSENTIALS

Founded in 1921 and proudly manufactured in the UK,
Sangamo is recognised as one of the world’s leading
design and manufacturers of a wide range of electrical
measuring and control equipment.
The experienced UK production team at Sangamo,
located in Port Glasgow, have been manufacturing
time switches in the UK for over 65 years.
Sangamo joined the Scolmore® Group of companies in
2018. The additional expertise, knowledge and support of
the Scolmore® Group has strengthened their ability to offer
a wide range of Time Switches and Heating Controls for
domestic, commercial and industrial use.
With an unrivalled reputation for quality and reliability,
they have built strong relationships with the UK and
Ireland’s major electrical wholesalers.
At Sangamo the customer service and technical
support teams have the knowledge and experience to
confidently offer tailored solutions across a broad range
of applications.

CHOICE
PROGRAMMERS

POWERSAVER
CONTROLLERS

ROUND PATTERN
TIME SWITCHES

NFC DIN RAIL
TIME SWITCHES
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Ireland

Click® Litehouse is a joint venture operation between
Litehouse Accessories Ltd and Scolmore® International Ltd.
Click® Litehouse supplies a comprehensive range
of domestic and semi commercial light fittings to the
Electrical Wholesale market within Southern Ireland.
We work in proud partnership with Scolmore®
International and supply a complete range of the
market leading “Click®” family of wiring accessories.

The warehouse facility of Scolmore® Dubai, operating
as Scolmore International Middle East Free Zone
Establishment (FZE) is located about 10 miles outside
of Dubai in the Free Zone area. From this prime
location, Scolmore® Dubai can stock and distribute its
comprehensive range of products more quickly to its
customers, which include major distributors, construction
clients, hotels and smaller end users.

The Click® Litehouse range of Wiring Accessories
and Lighting products are supplied exclusively via the
electrical wholesale trade and a network of approved
stockists nationwide. All products are stored in our
modern distribution facility based in Sandyford
Industrial Estate, 18 Corrig Road, IRELAND.
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ESPI brings the extensive range of ESP fire protection and
security products to the whole of Ireland, via a dedicated
team and through the various channels that serve the
requirements of the industry across the country.

Ovia Ireland brings the extensive range of Ovia lighting
products to the whole of Ireland, via a dedicated
team and through the various channels that serve the
requirements of the industry across the country.

ESPi operates as a stand-alone business that fully
replicates the ESP business operation in the UK, with
access to the same products, marketing support,
technical support and new product development.

Our aim quite simply is to bring to market - on the back
of extensive research with customers and contractors
- a range of Ovia® lighting products that will provide
contractors with the quickest and easiest to install
lighting solutions that will save them time and money
on a project and that they can source through the
reliable wholesale channel.

ESPi supplies through the security wholesale outlets that
are responsible for supplying the various Private Security
Authority (PSA) license-holding contractors that operate
in southern Ireland. ESP continues to supply their existing
electrical wholesaler customers in Northern Ireland.

In addition to products from across Scolmore’s range
of wiring accessories, a range manufactured at the
Sangamo factory in Scotland has been designed
specifically for the Middle East market. The Click® Seera
range is a comprehensive collection of wiring accessories
manufactured from Polycarbonate. It has been developed
to meet the demand – predominately in the Middle-East
– for a competitive, cost-effective range that offers all the
style and quality of Scolmore’s Mode range, but at a more
competitive price point.

We strive to uphold our reputation for excellent service,
high quality products and competitive pricing.

WIRING
ACCESSORIES

Following six years of successful trading in the Middle East,
Scolmore® Group opened a head office and warehouse
facility in Dubai. Scolmore International Electrical Trading
(Scolmore® Dubai) is located in the heart of Dubai in the
Business Bay area. Headed up by Tim Piggott, Sales
Director - Middle East. The company employs a number of
sales managers, as well as office and admin support staff.
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Today, the comprehensive collection of lighting
products from Ovia® will provide solutions for a
whole spectrum of projects in a broad variety of
sectors, including domestic, commercial, industrial,
utility, amenity, emergency lighting and floodlighting.
The lighting offer is further enhanced with the inclusion
of a full range of lighting control solutions that will
optimise energy saving credentials.
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United Kingdom

Southern Ireland

Scolmore House, Mariner,
Lichfield Road Industrial
Estate, Tamworth, Staffordshire
B79 7UL, United Kingdom

18 Corrig Road,
Sandyford Industrial Estate,
Dublin D18 WV79,Ireland

T: +44 (0)1827 63454
F: +44 (0)1827 63362
E: sales@scolmore.com

T: +353 (1) 2811 122
F: +353 (1) 2811 224
E: sales@clicklitehouse.ie

www.scolmore.com

www.clicklitehouse.ie

MAR8000

Errors and Omissions excluded. Specification is subject to change without notice.

